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MYSTERIOUS TRACKS

Lena-from-Kiev tried to solve the mystery of some tracks on the ground of the alleged launch spot.

She writes at flight-mh17.livejournal.com:

“starting place

When a machine stands a long time, the roots of the vegetation under the wheels or the

caterpillars die.

The dimension of the trace of a caterpillar (the distance between the centers of the left

and right track 2.7 m, between the end of one road wheels tracks about 4.5 m)

corresponds to the size of the BUK? …”

Lena-from-Kiev suggests (with a question mark) that the tracks in the later burnt field perfectly fit for

a BUK system that obviously was standing there for a long time until the roots of the plants died.



source: http://flight-mh17.livejournal.com/156494.html?thread=2633294



At the same time Lena-from-Kiev chose an image section that intentionally do not show the simple

answer by moving the frame a tiny bit. And she obviously does not ask: How long that alleged BUK

from Donezk could have standing there. Allegedly it was seen in Snizhne at 13:05 on July 17 and fled

in terror zigzag through the night of the Donbass without net or escorting convoy very un-straight to

the Russian border. (At least, that’s the semi-official story propagandized by the SBU and allies.)

Let’s have a fresh look in a different frame:



Next to the single tree at the northern edge of the later burnt field is a pathway trough the line of

trees. Obviously this pathway was used by a harvester to reach the fields in the north. The tracks

perfectly fit with the harvester tracks.

Some physical basics:

Pressure is the force appiled to an area. Human instinct already knows what will happen next:



Mankind invented caterpillars because caterpillars enlarge the area drastically. Therefore the

pressure applied to the ground is much smaller than applied by usual wheels e.g. of a harvester:



Those wheels enlarge their area only by sinking in. Therefore we can expect tracks dependend on the

weight of the harvester and the consistency of the ground. The often ploughed ground of a field is

usually soft – often too soft for a small car that was built for driving on streets.

How long must a force being applied to such a field to leave some tracks that are visible for years?

Let’s open the frame a little more and have a look at a field a little bit to the north-east of the alleged

launch site!

On June 29 the field in the north shows no unusual tracks at all. The situation changed in the

GoogleEarth image taken on the 2nd of July and therefore long before a BUK could have been there.



The long curly track in the northern field is hardly the result of caterpillars standing at the same point

until the roots of the plants underneath died. Nevertheless, that curly track was still visible in March

and April 2015 – the very last Google Earth image so far. At the same time the alleged BUK-tracks are

hardly recognizable.



Some question pop into mind:

If a secret BUK was responsible for the tracks and the burning field, then why the active fighters at

the nearby checkpoint allowed only two days later international journalists to visit that field

especially with a camera?

If the driver of the harvester only two days later had no idea about the cause of the fire, then who

ploughed that field of a cooperative that owns all surrounding fields?

And finally, who built that mound around the allegedly accidentally burnt part and for what reason?

That 400m mound already was erected on July 23 but may be earlier.

April 2015:



It’s hard to believe that the fighters took a spade to erect a firewall for future use of that part of field.

It’s also hard to believe that heavy machinery was used without leaving tracks on the ground.

It’s hard to believe that the cooperative sustainably blocked the way of their harvesters without a

very good reason. That reason might be a much better explanation for the burnt part of the field

than any unproven hypothesis about a BUK that accidentally ignited a large area. That hypothesis is

the result of an intentionally narrow frame neglecting hundreds of possible reasons for a burning

field in a war zone during harvest and surrounded by hundreds of burnt fields in that area.



Once you start to open that narrow frame, you will find similar tracks even on a field close to Kiev…



…and strange reasons for a possibly burning field nearby even in the peace zone.



Finally, the propaganda effort two turn a field into a (pro)Russian launch site is telling. Even if a BUK

was there that day, no one ever tried to investigate a war crime that possibly started that chain of

events. That war crime happened just two days earlier in Snizhne. In the early morning of July 15

Ukrainian jet fighters fired three missiles into an apartment building killing 11 civilians.1



1



http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-28309034
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